
 

If you’ve ever tried to use osu! and found yourself shuffling around awkwardly in search of a beat, it's usually because your mouse is starting the song automatically and you don't even know it. You might just be playing "jack" or not even moving at all. This applies to most rhythm games with this feature, such as maimai and Taiko no Tatsujin. Well, fret no more! We're giving away our very own osu
autoplay bot that will ensure you're only playing the songs you want. It simply downloads the beatmap, extracts it to a directory of your choosing, starts the game with the downloaded beatmap and sets it to autoplay. It's that simple! To set it up, you'll need: There are two ways to achieve this: (1) Download the bot and extract; or (2) use git. The usage is quite simple; simply run "index.py" in your
command prompt with no arguments. The interface should look like this:

Feel free to modify "index.py", "config.py", and "beathooks/osu_autoplay_bot/hooks. py" if you want to tweak this for yourself.

  This article was written exclusively by me, but these sources helped me : The osu! wiki page about osu! autoplay bot : https://osu.ppy.sh/wiki/Osu_Autoplay_Bot If you can't clone the source code on git hub, just follow the steps below: 1. open command prompt (windows) or terminal(Mac) 2. go to the directory where you want it to be 3. type in this command git clone
https://github.com/XSlyFoxHound/osu-autoplay-bot 4. Once inside the folder, type in this command "cd osu-autoplay-bot" to go to the directory 5. in order to autoload the hook file, type in this command "python index.py" 6. You should see Osu! Autoplay Bot running when you click console 7. Enjoy 8. clean up if it stops working, delete the

 Feel free to edit title.mp3 with your own beatmap name and link here... Songs will be challenged on a daily basis, and more will be added as time goes on. If you have any requests, leave a comment on this page. This bot is very similar to the bot from Daikoku, with a few exceptions:

This article was written exclusively by me, but these sources helped me : https://osu.ppy.sh/wiki/Osu!_Bot_Rules The osu! wiki page about osu! autoplay bot : https://osu.ppy.sh/wiki/Osu_Autoplay_Bot This is a collection of bots that I've developed for various games and apps over the years.
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